Improving the sensitivity and dynamic range of reagentless fluorescent immunosensors by knowledge-based design.
The variable fragment (Fv) of an antibody can be transformed into a reagentless fluorescent biosensor by mutating a residue into a cysteine in the neighborhood of the paratope (antigen-binding site) and then coupling an environment-sensitive fluorophore, e.g., N-((2-(iodoacetoxy)ethyl)-N-methyl)amino-7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazole (IANBD ester), to the mutant cysteine. For some residues, named operational, the formation of the conjugate does not affect the affinity of the Fv fragment for the antigen, and the binding of the antigen generates a measurable variation in the fluorescence intensity of the conjugate. We tested if this signal variation could be increased by coupling several molecules of fluorophores to the same molecule of Fv. Seven operational residues have been previously identified in the single-chain Fv (scFv) of monoclonal antibody D1.3 (mAbD1.3), directed against lysozyme. Ten double mutants of scFvD1.3, involving these residues, were constructed and coupled to the IANBD ester. The fluorescence of the double conjugates revealed a transfer of resonance energy between the two identical fluorescent groups. This homotranfer could be more important in the free state of the conjugate than in its antigen-bound state and increase its sensitivity for the detection of the antigen by up to 2.9-fold. A poorly sensitive conjugate could be improved by coupling a second molecule of fluorophore to residues located far from the paratope. Mutations altering the affinity of scFvD1.3 for lysozyme were introduced into one of its fluorescent conjugates. Using a mixture of three mutant derivatives of this unique conjugate, we could titrate lysozyme with precision in a concentration range encompassing 3 orders of magnitude.